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High-power, short-duration, laser-driven, shock compression and recovery experiments on [001] silicon
unveiled remarkable structural changes above a pressure threshold. Two distinct amorphous regions
were identiﬁed: (a) a bulk amorphous layer close to the surface and (b) amorphous bands initially
aligned with {111} slip planes. Further increase of the laser energy leads to the re-crystallization of
amorphous silicon into nanocrystals with high concentration of nano-twins. This amorphization is
produced by the combined effect of high magnitude hydrostatic and shear stresses under dynamic shock
compression. Shock-induced defects play a very important role in the onset of amorphization. Calculations of the free energy changes with pressure and shear, using the Patel-Cohen methodology, are in
agreement with the experimental results. Molecular dynamics simulation corroborates the amorphization, showing that it is initiated by the nucleation and propagation of partial dislocations. The nucleation
of amorphization is analyzed qualitatively by classical nucleation theory.
© 2015 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Silicon is an archetypal semiconductor with physical and
chemical properties that continue to draw massive research interest. The mechanical behavior of silicon under quasi-static loading is
well established as the result of several systematic investigations
including mechanical testing and microstructural characterization
[1,2]. Silicon is traditionally considered to be an ideally brittle
material, lacking dislocation activity at room temperature [2]. It has
a low fracture toughness that is comparable to ceramics [3] and
shows considerable crystallographic anisotropy [4,5]. Silicon is also
known to exhibit pressure-induced polymorphism and amorphization. Up to 13 different crystal structures of silicon have been
reported among which the transition from diamond cubic to b-Sn
between 10e12 GPa is the most prominent [6e12]. Indentation and
scratching investigations reported near-surface amorphization
~ o et al., [16e18] have observed surface
[13e15]. Gamero-Castan
amorphization by nanodroplet impact, and Deb et al. [19]
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compressed porous silicon ﬁlms and identiﬁed pressure-induced
amorphization. In addition to experimental studies, several thermodynamic and kinetic approaches have been implemented to
study silicon amorphization mechanisms [20e23]. Demkowitz and
Argon [24] performed MD simulations and predicted various
amorphous silicon phases whose density depends largely on the
cooling rate. Levitas [25] developed a kinetic and thermodynamic
theory for strain-induced phase transitions, including amorphization, indicating that superposition of plastic work leads to a signiﬁcant reduction in pressure required for strain induced chemical
changes. Levitas [20] also proposed a virtual melting mechanism
for crystalline-disordered transitions.
Unlike silicon's quasi-static mechanical response, our understanding of its dynamic behavior is still immature. Room temperature brittleness makes it experimentally difﬁcult to examine its
response under shock conditions and complicates post-mortem
microscopy if the sample survives. For these reasons, reports on
shock behavior of silicon are scarce and sometimes contradictory:
Loveridge-Smith et al. [26] reported that silicon has an abnormally
high Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) when subjected to high amplitude
pulsed laser shock, whereas Smith et al. [27] found inhomogeneous
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plastic ﬂow, using a similar technique under the same relative
conditions. There is also research indicating that silicon undergoes
one of several phase transitions at equivalent pressures [28,29]. The
large discrepancy of experimental results as well as computational
simulations begs the question: what does silicon look like under
shock loading? To deﬁnitively answer this question, two requirements are needed: successful recovery of shocked silicon
samples from shock experiments and informed computational
simulation of the events connecting pre- and post-mortem
characterization.
In a preceding letter [30], we reported that laser shock, at a
strain rate of ~107 s1, induced amorphization in monocrystalline
silicon. A bulk amorphous surface layer and amorphous bands
along favorable crystallographic directions were observed, both
under transmission electron microscope (TEM) and in molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation. It was proposed that large shear stress
coupled with high pressure leads to the amorphization. In this
investigation, we address this phenomenon, analyzing it quantitatively using thermodynamic parameters. Additionally, we evaluate the crystallization process from the amorphous state.
2. Experimental procedure
2.1. Laser compression experiment
Laser compression experiments were carried out at Omega
Laser Facility, Laboratory of Laser Energetics, University of
Rochester. A pulsed neodymium glass laser with a wavelength of
351 nm was used. The full width half maximum pulse duration was
1 ns and nominal laser energies were 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, and
450 J. The lasers have a spot size of 3 mm and no phase plates were
used in order to maximize the exposure area on the target. The
target was assembled in a vacuum chamber and was pumped down
to a pressure of 103 Pa during working conditions to prevent
oxidation of the target and prevent absorption/scattering of the
laser.
Silicon [001] single crystal 3 mm  3 mm cylinders, purchased
from Universitywafer LLC., were encapsulated in aluminum cups in
order to protect the target from shattering. The close acoustic
impedance of aluminum (17.33 MPa,s/m) to silicon (19.7 MPa,s/m)
serves to minimize reﬂection of shock waves at interfaces/free
surfaces, reducing damage and aiding successful recovery. Additionally, a 1 mm thick momentum trap was used to trap the shock
wave at the rear surface. A dimensioned schematic of the target
assembly is shown in Fig. 1.
The pulsed laser impacts the surface of the 20 mm thick polystyrene (CH) ablator turning the polymer into a plasma. The rapidly
expanding plasma subsequently launches a planar shock wave into
the 100 mm thick aluminum “piston”. The compression wave decays
as it traverses the aluminum, ultimately arriving at the silicon
target surface. The stress pulse proﬁles were simulated using HYADES, a 1-D hydrodynamic code. Peak pressure as a function of
laser energy is shown in bottom-right panel of Fig. 1. For clarity,
targets recovered from laser shock compression are denoted by
their nominal laser energy followed by “shocked”, e.g. 20 J shocked,
50 J shocked, etc.

characterize the microstructure evolution as a function of depth
along the shock direction.
2.2.1. Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is considered to be a powerful tool to
indicate vibrational, rotational, and other low-frequency modes in
materials [31]. Thus, it is an extremely useful tool to distinguish
between amorphous and crystalline phases. A cooled Princeton
Instruments CCD detector equipped with a Spex 270M spectrometer was used to obtain Raman spectra on the as-shocked silicon
targets. The specimens were mounted under a Nikon Optiphot
microscope. Laser illumination was performed by focusing a
0.3 kW/cm2, 532 nm (wavelength) argon ion laser beam onto the
top surface of specimens (adjacent to the area where TEM foils were
extracted). The penetration depth of the illumination laser is
approximately 0.5 mm.
2.2.2. TEM sample preparation
The focused ion beam (FIB) technique was used to cut TEM foils
directly from the as-shocked surface. For consistency and comparison, TEM foils of equivalent orientation are preferred. This is
achieved by aligning the FIB cutting direction with the crack pattern
observed on the surface plane. TEM foils were prepared in Oak
Ridge National Laboratory using a Hitachi NB5000 scanning electron microscope with a dual beam FIB apparatus to cut TEM samples directly from the laser-shocked silicon monocrystal surface.
The TEM foils were ion milled by 30 kV Ga beam and ﬁnally polished at 5 kV to minimize FIB damage. Before cutting the sample,
the area of interest was aligned with the micro-crack network.
These cracks, oriented in ½110 and ½110 directions, are most likely
the traces of {111} and/or {110} cleavage planes. Three foils were
prepared for each target in order to ensure the consistency of the
results. Zero tilt electron diffraction patterns of all the samples were
always within ~2 of the {110} zone, indicating that the foil normal
is <110>.
2.2.3. Molecular dynamics simulations
Simulations were accomplished with the LAMMPS package [32]
utilizing a modiﬁed Tersoff interatomic potential [33] previously
shown to have acceptable transferability to high pressure regimes
[30]. Shock conditions are generated via inﬁnite piston impact at a
given particle velocity [34]. An impact orientation of [001] was
selected for consistency with experimental work and transverse
directions ([010] and [100]) have periodic boundary conditions
applied. All MD snapshots were visualized using OVITO [35].
Our simulations are carried out with the MOD interatomic potential [33], which predicts a melting T of 1680 K at P ¼ 0 GPa.
Simulations by Lane and coworkers [36] display completely elastic
behavior for [001] propagation in a perfect crystal up to ~32 GPa,
with a relatively small temperature increase. Some amorphization
can be observed at high pressures when nanovoids are added to the
sample as pre-existing porosity. Recent simulations by Mogni et al.
[29] report shock melting of single crystal Si starting above 35 GPa
due to the nature of the modiﬁed Tersoff potential they used, which
likely overestimates melting temperature.

2.2. Microstructural characterization

3. Results and discussion

Post-shock multi-scale microstructure analyses were carried out
using different techniques. Scanning electron microscopy was used
to characterize the surface morphology of the as-shocked target.
Raman spectroscopy was applied to identify the existence of
amorphous silicon in bulk regions. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high resolution TEM (HRTEM) were used to

The successful recovery of silicon from high shock pressures
enabled subsequent microstructure characterization. In order to
make the analysis consistent, all the TEM images were taken from
the [110] zone axis and arranged in a way such that the shock wave
travels from left to right (shock direction ¼ [001]), unless noted
otherwise.
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the laser shock compression experiment set-up (upper panel); details of the target package (bottom-left panel); peak pressure as function of laser
energy (bottom-right panel).

3.1. Observation of shock induced amorphization
3.1.1. Raman spectra
Post-shock Raman spectroscopy was carried out to identify the
amorphous silicon at a macroscopic scale. Fig. 2 illustrates Raman
spectra as a function of laser energy. Beyond a laser energy
threshold of 50.4 J (shock pressure threshold of 11.2 GPa), characteristics of amorphous silicon are observed. Both unshocked and
20 J shocked silicon targets show a sharp Raman peak at 520 cm1
owing to the transverse optical (TO) phonon band, a characteristic
of diamond cubic silicon. 50.4 J shocked targets shows an extra
broad peak at 460e480 cm1 that is attributed to the amorphous

silicon (TO mode [37]) whereas the crystalline 520 cm1 peak still
exists due to the small thickness of amorphous layer. When laser
energy increases to 106.8 J, the 520 cm1 peak vanishes and the
480 cm1 amorphous peak dominates due to the increasing
thickness of the amorphous layer (~2 mm, see TEM image Fig. 3(a))
exceeding the penetration depth of the illumination laser. The
spectrum of the 150 J shocked target shows a single 520 cm1 shift
due to the full crystallization at the top surface. It is also noted that
the 520 cm1 Raman peak for the 150 J shocked sample is broadened and shows an asymmetrical conﬁguration compared with the
18.2 J shocked and unshocked sample. This is due to the presence of
ultraﬁne grained/nanocrystalline materials [38] as presented later
in Fig. 15.
3.1.2. TEM observation
In order to probe the microstructure of the shocked silicon, both
conventional and high resolution TEM observations were carried
out. They show that the crystal-to-amorphous transformation
proceeds via a clear sequence of events. The recovered samples
show several morphological conﬁgurations:
(a) Bulk transformation regions close to surface.
(b) Transformed bands that decrease in thickness with distance
from the surface.
(c) Small ‘feathering’ features originating at the bands.
(d) Termination of bands.
(e) Transformed regions at intersections of bands.

Fig. 2. Raman spectra of the laser shock-recovered silicon targets.

These different morphologies are shown in Fig. 3 and marked
A,B,C,D, and E respectively.
Profuse stacking faults (SFs) and nanotwins are usually found in
the vicinity of the amorphous bands, as imaged by HRTEM. These
planar defects occur preferentially on {111} planes. Fig. 2 in Ref. [30]
shows such features with the apparent zigzag displacement highlighted in the inset. The thickness of each planar defect varied from
0.6 to 1 nm, corresponding to 2e3 atomic planes. Fig. 4(a) and (b)
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Fig. 3. TEM images of the complex amorphous pattern: (a) broad region of the amorphous material on the top surface, marked by A, below which multiple amorphous bands
penetrate into the crystal; (b) pattern of the amorphous bands (B) decreasing in thickness with depth; (c) termination (D), bifurcations and feathering, marked by C, usually
observed along with the primary bands and different variants of the bands eventually intersect; (d) the intersection leads to the formation of a jog/kink feature and is indicated by E.

show that SFs often intersect to create localized regions of high
strain energy. Although these faults occur on {111}, {112} is also a
favored twinning plane in silicon [39]. These faults act as precursors
and favored nucleation sites for amorphization.
The formation of ‘feathers’ emanating from bands is best
explained by Fig. 5, which shows a [001] stereographic projection.
The maximum shear stress cone is marked by a red dashed circle.
The maximum shear stress occurs at an angle of 45 to the shock
wave propagation direction. The {111} slip planes are also marked
in the stereographic projection (green spots) and only coincide
with the maximum shear cone at the orientations [011], [101], ½011
and ½101. For other orientations, and speciﬁcally for the one from
which the current samples were extracted (plane normal ¼ [110])
the angle of (111) with (001) is 54 . For this orientation, the (112)
plane (blue spots) makes an angle of 35.3 with the shock propagation direction ([001]). The maximum shear cone straddles these
two planes, each 9 away from the maximum in opposite directions. Thus, the resolved shear stresses on the (112) and (111)
planes are identical.
The current results indicate that although amorphization can
initially take place along {111}, further propagation and growth
almost always deviates a few degrees from {111} towards the cone
of maximum shear, as evidenced in Fig. 6.

3.1.3. Molecular dynamics simulations
Fig. 7 shows a snapshot of the 14.5 GPa shock. Three views are
illustrated: a perspective view of defective atoms, a [110] projection
of defective atoms, and a [110] projection of all atoms. “Defective”
atoms are those ﬁltered by deviating from four-fold coordination,

with a cut-off of 0.3 nm. The third view (section through simulation
box) is directly comparable to TEM analysis, while the ﬁrst and
second views illustrate the three-dimensional nature of the
defective structures. Both single stacking faults and massive
stacking-fault bands are observed. The massive stacking-fault
bands are comprised of successive stacking-faults layers, each
occupying two atomic layers in the diamond cubic unit cell, for a
stacking fault thickness of ~a0/2. The majority of the massive
stacking-fault bands are comprised of {111} stacking faults that
make an angle of 54 with [110] as compared to the 45 cone of
maximum shear. A tendency towards deforming along the direction of maximum shear manifests itself as subsequent stackingfault steps inclined at an angle of 9 ¼ 54 e45 and result in
lengths between steps of ~1.7 nm as illustrated in Fig. 8. As
compression increases up to a strain of 0.15, the {111} plane can
deviate up to 5 from its original position, further causing resultant
amorphous bands to vary in angle.

3.2. Mechanisms of shock induced amorphization
The crystalline-to-amorphous transition through application of
pressure (and/or shear) has been a subject of intense study for the
past decades [40], ever since the seminal discovery of pressureinduced amorphization in ice by Mishima et al. [41]in 1984. A
similar phenomenon was found in silica [42], boron carbide [43],
tantalum oxide [44], porous silicon thin ﬁlms [19], and many other
materials systems [45]. Under shock compression, concomitant
high pressure and shear stresses were postulated to be responsible
for the amorphization of silicon [30]. In the following sections,
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Fig. 4. High resolution TEM micrographs showing the onset of amorphous bands: (a) nucleation of the amorphization at the SFs intersections; (b) inverse FFT image of the boxed
region in (a) shows that the intersected region become less ordered.

mechanisms of amorphization are proposed.
3.2.1. Microstructural considerations
The onset of amorphization is strongly affected by shear stresses
and deformation. All evidence indicates that the transformation is
preceded by twins/stacking faults; these defects advance with the
shock wave and promote amorphization.
Fig. 9 shows in schematic fashion how these defects can give rise
to amorphized regions that can reorient themselves to seek other
directions where their propagation is favored. A set of (1e11) SFs is
generated under an applied stress and penetrates into the sample.
These stacking faults serve as the nucleation sites for amorphization, as shown in Fig. 9b. Once the amorphous nucleus is formed, its
growth tends to deviate towards the orientation of the maximum
shear (Fig. 9(c)). Furthermore, bifurcation of the primary bands into
ð112Þ is shown in Fig. 9(d).
There is also evidence, shown in Fig. 4(a), of nucleation of
amorphized regions at intersections of twin/stacking faults.
Stacking-fault intersections are regions of higher energy because of
the additive nature of elastic strain. Indeed, Lagneborg [46]
observed the nucleation of martensite at twinetwin and εeε intersections. A similar mechanism is proposed in Fig. 10, which
shows two intersecting groups of stacking-faults/twins giving rise

to the initiation of amorphization.
The evolution of defects and their role in amorphization was
informed by molecular dynamics simulations. Fig. 11 exempliﬁes
the three modes of amorphization discussed thus far: bulk surface
amorphization, amorphization along bands of stacking faults, and
amorphization at stacking fault intersections. The bulk disordered
layer at the surface is not observed in simulations where the piston
is directly bonded to the sample, since surface defects/roughness
play an important role in this phenomenon. At t ¼ 8 ps we see the
formation of a disordered band within the stacking fault band at the
bottom of the frame. At t ¼ 10 ps the ﬁrst intersection of stacking
faults takes place and at t ¼ 13 ps an amorphous nucleus is formed
at this intersection.
3.2.2. Thermodynamic analysis
Assuming that amorphous Si is energetically equivalent to liquid
Si, i.e. that their Gibbs free energy curves are identical, amorphization can be treated as melting at lower temperatures as a ﬁrst
approximation.
(i) Amorphization Energetics Fig. 12(a) shows the Gibbs free
energies (energy per unit volume) of amorphous silicon (aSi) and crystalline silicon (c-Si) as function of temperature in

Fig. 5. (a) (001) Stereographic projection with maximum shear cone indicated by red dashed circle. (b) Detail of stereographic projection. TEM samples always show a foil normal of
{110} and the corresponding slip and twinning planes are marked by green ({111} planes) and blue ({112}), respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).
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Fig. 6. High resolution TEM image of an amorphous band initiated along {111} slip
planes (35.3 with shock direction) and spreading towards the direction of the
maximum shear (45 with shock direction). Adjoining stacking faults marked SF.

the absence of applied stress [47]. The intersection gives the
melting temperature where the Gibbs free energy of a-Si
equals that of c-Si. At lower temperatures, c-Si is energetically more favorable and the transformation of c-Si into a-Si
will lead to an energy increase, which serves as the energy
barrier (DGca) of the c-a transformation. Assuming the difference between Gibbs free energy curves to be linear, DGca
can be expressed by:



T300
DGca ðTÞ ¼ DGca ð300KÞ 1 
Tm 300

(1)

The green solid line in Fig. 12(b) shows DGca as function of
temperature (without the application of pressure and/or shear); At
300 K the value of DGca ¼ 41 kJ/mol. The high energy barrier

Fig. 8. Stepped stacking fault band with amorphous interior. {111} stacking faults
make a projection of 54 and bands deviate by stepping towards maximum shear at
45 .

prevents the c-a transformation at lower temperatures. However,
this may overcome by the assistance of external work. It has been
shown that stress plays a very important role in solid state phase
transformations [48e50]. Patel and Cohen [51] were the ﬁrst to
study the inﬂuence different stress states on the martensitic
transformation under quasi-static loading and to propose a
rationalization. Using the same formalism, Thadhani and Meyers
[52] were able to evaluate the martensitic transformation under
tensile pulses propitiated by reﬂected shock waves. This framework
is applied here.
Analogous to the Patel and Cohen rationalization, the work (W)
done on the transformation due to the action of applied stress can
be separated into two contributions: (1) a hydrostatic pressure
term taken as the product of the hydrostatic stress and volumetric
strain of the transformed region (Pεv), and (2) a shear energy term
taken as the product of the deviatoric shear stress and shear strain
producing (tg). Thus, the total work per unit volume is the sum of

Fig. 7. Molecular dynamics snapshot at 15 ps of a [001] silicon crystal shocked to 14.5 GPa From left to right: an orthogonal view of defective atoms, [110] projection of defective
atoms, and an all atom slice colored by local atomic coordination. All further ﬁgures are colored consistently.
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of amorphous band formation through the passage of one set of stacking faults.

the two contributions,

W ¼ Pεv þ tg:

(2)

Under shock compression, the high amplitude of pressure and
shear stress are coupled and applied simultaneously. The effect of
shock compression is shown in Fig. 12(b); the energy barrier shifts
downwards due to the contribution of pressure and shear. A general
relationship can be expressed as,

DGca ðT; P; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ Pεv þ tg þ DGca ðT; P; tÞ:

(3)

If Pεv þ tg is sufﬁciently high to exceed DGca(T; P,t¼0),
DGca(T; P,t) can become zero or even negative, implying that the
c-a transformation will occur spontaneously.
The shock stress, szz, hydrostatic pressure, P, and maximum
shear stress,tmax are related by [53],

szz ¼ P þ

4
tmax :
3

(4)

In elastic compression, the ratio of tmax over P, for cubic materials loaded along [001] direction, is given as function of the elastic
constants:

tmax
3ðC11  C12 Þ
¼
2ðC11 þ 2C12 Þ
P

(5)

C11 and C12 are pressure dependent stiffness, resulting in a
pressure dependent relationship between shear stress and hydrostatic pressure. Molecular dynamics simulations using the MOD
potential show good agreement with pressure dependent stiffness
and predict tmax=P as a function of pressure. Shock stresses obtained
from 1-D hydrodynamic simulations and corresponding P and tmax

Fig. 10. Schematic illustration of the amorphous phase nucleated from stacking-fault intersections.
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Fig. 11. Molecular dynamics of a [001] silicon crystal shocked to 14.5 GPa showing time evolution. Formation and expansion of fully transformed region initiating at surface followed
by pressure-shear driven stacking-fault bands which amorphize on thickening. Note intersection of stacking-fault bands leading to amorphization.

are calculated and shown in Table 1.
Transformation of c-Si to high density a-Si at elevated pressures
leads to a volume shrinkage DVy0.91 cm3/mole, rendering
εv ¼ DV
V ¼ 0:075[19]. TEM observation shows that amorphization
tends to occur in regions of massive stacking faults/nanotwins.
Hence, g can be estimated, as a ﬁrst approximation, by the characteristic twinning strain of 0.707 for cubic crystals. Thus, W,
calculated by Eq. (2), increases monotonically with shock pressure.
The compressive nature of shock loading favors such a c-a transformation by reducing the energy barrier,DGca, as shown in
Fig. 12(b), where the solid-dotted lines denote a reduced DGca for
three different laser energies corresponding to different shock
pressures. The intersections of the solid-dotted lines with the
temperature axis indicate c-a transformation temperatures at
whichDGca ¼ 0. Fig. 12(c) shows the effect of shock pressure on the
c-a transformation temperature.
It should be noted that the temperature rise associated with
shock can be calculated analytically by Eq. (6) [53],

 

g0
V V
ðV0  VÞ þ 0
T ¼ T0 exp
P
2CV
V0





exp  gV00 V ZV
g
g
P exp 0 V 2  0 ðV0  VÞ dV
þ
V0
V0
2CV

(6)

V0

g0 is the Grüneisen parameter and Cv is the heat capacity. The
shock-induced temperature (shock temperature) rise was calculated in a previous paper [30] and is plotted in Fig. 12(c) along with
the c-a transformation temperature. The temperature rise at shock
front will further facilitate the c-a transformation.
(ii) Nucleation The nucleation of amorphous phase occurs
preferentially in connection with the stacking faulted regions. Note that nucleation of a-Si introduces extra interfaces

which lead to energy increase, whereas this event also consumes the stacking faults, resulting in an energy decrease.
Assuming an ellipsoidal nucleus with radius r and semithickness c, the aspect ratio f ¼ cr deﬁnes the shape of the
nucleated embryo. Hence, the net Gibbs free energy gain of
amorphization is:

DG ¼

4pr2 c
4pr2 c
$Gca þ 4prcgac 
gSF rSF
3
3
4pr2 c 1
$ rd Gf111g b2p

3
2

(7)

where gac is the interfacial energy, gSF, rSF, rd denote stacking-fault
energy, partial dislocation density, and dislocation density,
respectively. bp is the Burgers vector of the partial dislocations.
G{111} is the shear modulus of the materials on {111} slip plane.
2
1r G
2 d f111g bp is approximately the stored elastic energy of dislocations per unit volume. TEM and MD observations suggest that the
amorphous structures tend to exhibit more disc-like than spherical
volumes, i.e. f << 1. It should be mentioned that one stacking fault
corresponds to two partial dislocations, rendering,

rd ¼

2rSF
lSF

(8)

Where lSF is the width of stacking faults, i.e. the distance that a
perfect dislocation dissociates. Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7);

DG ¼



4pr3
r
$f $ DGca  gSF rSF  SF Gf111g b2p þ 4pr2 gac $f
3
lSF
(9)

The DG vs. r curve has three different conﬁgurations, depending
on the sign of DGca  gSF rSF  rl SF Gf111g b2p :
SF
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Fig. 12. (a) Gibbs free energy of a-Si and c-Si as function of T, the values of a-Si is assumed to be identical with liquid silicon; the difference between a-Si and c-Si is denoted as
DGca, the energy barrier for the c-a transformation. (b) The inﬂuence of pressure and shear on the energy barrier. (c) Calculated c-a transformation temperature and shock
temperature as function of shock pressure.

(1) If DGca  gSF rSF  rl SF Gf111g b2p > 0, DG is positive and inSF
creases monotonically with r. The Gibbs free energy continues to increase once the amorphous nucleus is formed.
Therefore, the solid state amorphization will not happen.
(2) If DGca  gSF rSF  rl SF Gf111g b2p ¼ 0, the r3 term on the rightSF
hand side vanishes and the energy increase of the system is
associated with the introduction of the new c-a interfaces.
Therefore, the solid state amorphization is unfavorable.
(3) If DGca  gSF rSF  rl SF Gf111g b2p < 0, DG vs. r curve becomes
SF
convex with the maximum value at a critical radius. Therefore, once the amorphous nucleus exceeds the critical value,
amorphization will take place spontaneously.
Considering f to be constant, classical nucleation theory [54]
gives the critical nucleus size and energy barrier for the condition
vDG ¼ 0;
vr

2gac
rc ¼ 
DGca  gSF rSF  rl SF Gb2p

(10)

SF

16pg3ac
and DGc ¼ f $ 
2
3 DGca  gSF rSF  rl SF Gb2p

(11)

SF

rSF
lSF

DGca  gSF rSF 
stacking fault density:

rSF ¼

Gf111g b2p

¼ 0 gives a critical value of the

DGca
gSF þ

Gf111g b
lSF

2

(12)

Assuming a linear isotropic elastic medium, lSF can be estimated
by Ref. [55].
Table 1
Calculated values of shock pressure, hydrostatic pressure and maximum shear
stress.
Elaser [J]

szz [GPa]

P [GPa]

tmax [GPa]

C12 Þ
tmax= ¼ 23ððCC1111þ2C
12 Þ
P

18.2
50.4
106.8

4.1
11
22.3

2.4
7.2
14.3

1.2
2.9
4.3

0.5
0.4
0.3

lSF ¼



Gf111g b2p 2  y
2y$cos2Q
$ 1
$
2y
8pgSF 1  y

(13)

Where y is the Poisson ratio and Q is the angle between Burgers
vector and line element of the perfect dislocation. For cubic crystals
[56,57],
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3C44 ðC11  C12 Þ
4C44 þ C11 þ C12

(14)

For silicon, Q is 60 . y ¼ 0:215[58], gSF z 55 mJ/m2 [59], and
G{111}z44.3 GPa [60] and gaczgcl ¼ 0.416 J/m2 [61]. At 300 K,
DGca ¼ 41 kJ/mol [47], renders a critical stacking fault density of
rSF ¼ 5.7  109 m1 which corresponds to a critical dislocation

¼ 2:84  1018 m2 ¼ 2:84  1014 cm2 . Thus, an
density of rd 
szz ¼0

extremely high density of stacking faults/dislocations is required to
compensate for the energy gain of c-a transformation at room
temperature, making the c-a transformation impossible.
Under shock compression, as shown in Fig. 12, DGca decreases
as pressure and shear stress increases. Additionally, the temperature rise at the shock front further decreases the energy barrier.
Correspondingly, the required dislocation density to trigger c-a
transformation is also reduced. For instance, at a shock pressure of
11 GPa (Elaser ¼ 50.4 J), DGca ¼ 5 kJ/mol at room temperature (as
shown in Fig. 12(b)), and Eq. (12) gives the required


rd 
z3:5  1013 cm2 , which is on the same order of
szz ¼11 GPa

magnitude of the defect density as value measured from HRTEM.
This explains why amorphization usually initiates either along
stacking faults packets or their intersections, as proposed in the
previous section. Fig. 13 illustrates the effect of defect (partial
dislocation) density on the nucleation energy of an amorphous
embryo under shock compression. The aspect ratio of the amorphous nuclei is assumed to be constant and f ¼ 0.01 is taken as a
ﬁrst approximation. Below the critical dislocation density of
3.5  1013 cm2 (dark green), nucleation of amorphous structure
will always result in an energy increase. Beyond this critical condition, further increase of dislocation density enables
amorphization.
Under strong shock compression, DGca may become negative
at a critical pressure. This is the case of 106.8 J; no lattice defects are
required for amorphization to occur. This is supported by a bulk
layer of amorphous structure without lattice defects at c-a interfaces. However, as the shock wave propagates through the material, it is rapidly attenuated and therefore DGca increases. Thus, a
transition of bulk amorphization to directional amorphization can
be expected. In the latter case, shock-induced defect generation
plays a crucial role.
The dislocation density at the shock front can be calculated from
a homogeneous nucleation mechanism [62],

 2 3 "
 1 3 # 3
2p2
V
V
rd ¼
1
2
3
V
V
0:8ð1  nÞk b0
0
0

this shock energy level. We note that Eq. (15) gives the “global”
dislocation density produced by the shock, and that MD simulated
dislocation densities in the localized plastic regions are much
higher and extremely close to the critical value estimated above for
amorphization.
It should be noted that shock-induced defects also affect the
activation energy (DGc) to form a critical nucleus size, i.e. the higher
the defect density, the lower DGc, as shown in Fig. 13. Under medium to high amplitude shock compression, the high defect density
and associated heat might enable thermally-activated nucleation.
However, the fast kinetics of laser shock compression favors
nucleation controlled by strain rather than time. Thus the barrierless nucleation proposed by Levitas [25,63] is very likely to occur.
The amorphous silicon thus formed is most likely of high density
(liquid-like), which is also the carrier of plasticity for amorphous
silicon, according to Demkowicz and Argon [24].
3.3. Nanocrystallization of a-Si
As laser energy increases, so does the heating effect of shock.
Since the amorphous structure is thermodynamically metastable, it
can transform into a crystalline structure, upon unloading. Indeed
this was observed in the high energy (150 J) experiment and is
analyzed in this section.
3.3.1. Grain size gradient along the shock direction
As shown in Fig. 15, the 150 J shocked sample exhibits a polycrystalline microstructure close to the shock surface, whereas
amorphous bands were still seen 10e12 mm below the shock surface.
The sharp diffraction ring conﬁrms the polycrystalline nature; the
grains are equiaxed. Grain-size distribution was measured by the line

=

(15)

=

where k is the orientation factor, b0 is the Burgers vector V is the
compressed speciﬁc volume and V0 is the speciﬁc volume in the
relaxed state. The speciﬁc volume can be related to shock pressure
by RankineeHugoniot relationship [53],



C02 1  VV0
P¼ h

i 2
V0 1  S 1  VV0

(16)

where S and C0 are experimentally-determined parameters characteristic of materials (Us ¼ C0 þ SUp). Therefore, the shock-induced
dislocation density can be expressed as function of shock pressure,
as shown in Fig. 14. It can be inferred that rd z 1  1012 cm2 when
szz ¼ 11 GPa(Elaser ¼ 50.4 J), which matches reasonably well the
previously
calculated
critical
dislocation
density
of


z3:5  1013 cm2 for amorphization to be initiated at
rd 
szz ¼11 GPa

Fig. 13. Inﬂuence of defect density (in cm2) on the Gibbs free energy for amorphization nucleation at a constant pressure (szz~11 GPa, DGc-a ~5 kJ/mol at room
temperature).
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intersection method as a function of depth along the shock direction.
A grain size gradient emerges with coarse grains on the surface and
ﬁner grains within. Depending on the grain sizes, as shown in Fig. 16,
four different regions can be delineated, namely, (1) coarse grain
silicon with a grain size around 1 mm (correspond to Fig. 15a); (2)
ultraﬁne grained silicon with a grain size of 150 ± 60 nm (Fig. 15b);
(3) nanocrystalline silicon with a grain size of 50 ± 20 nm (Fig. 15c);
and (4) a mixture of amorphous and monocrystalline silicon
(Fig. 15d). The boundaries between different regions, however, are
not well deﬁned and some large grains, possibly due to abnormal
grain growth can be observed in the nanocrystalline region. It is also
interesting to see a high density of twin structures with nanometer
thickness in UFG-Si and nc-Si. Also, various contrasted spots were
found on the contrast-free residual amorphous domains, indicating
crystalline structures within the amorphous silicon.
The amorphous phase can transform into nanocrystalline silicon
through two possible mechanisms: (1) crystallization from the
molten phase; (2) crystallization directly from the amorphous
phase. TEM observations (Fig. 15d) seem to favor the second
mechanism since multiple crystalline “islands” can be identiﬁed on
the preserved amorphous bands, indicating an early stage of
nucleation.
3.3.2. Crystallization mechanism
Crystallization from amorphous materials is akin to recrystallization from heavily cold-deformed metals and alloys; however,
they differ in driving force, i.e. in the former, crystallization is
driven by the Gibbs free energy difference between amorphous and
crystalline states whereas, in the later, recrystallization is promoted
by the stored elastic energy due to previously imposed cold work.
Despite this difference, they share common foundations: both are
based in nucleation and growth. In light of this, three stages of
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crystallization can be expected: (1) formation of nuclei with a
critical size; (2) grain growth at expense of the surrounding
amorphous materials; (3) grain impingement and continuous grain
growth via motion of high-angle grain boundaries.
The driving force of crystallization is the Gibbs free energy difference between a-Si and c-Si, DGac(T)¼ga(T)gc(T). Considering a
homogeneous nucleation mechanism and spherical nuclei, one has,

rc ¼

2gca
DGac

DGac

(17)

 
Tm
2

z23.2 kJ/mol can be obtained from Fig. 12(b), if it is

assumed that T2m is the crystallization temperature. This is two orders of magnitude higher than the driving force for recrystallization
for cold-deformed metals, which is usually on the order of 0.12 kJ/
mol [64,65]. gca is the same for crystallization as that for
amorphization and has a reported range of 0.4e2 J/m2 [61,66e68],
rendering a critical grain size of Dc ¼ 2rc ¼ 0.4e2 nm.
Fig. 17(a) displays a spherical crystalline nucleus (D~10 nm)
embedded in an amorphous matrix. A magniﬁed view (Fig. 17b) of
the area enclosed by the box in Fig. 17(a) clearly shows the twinning
structure. These are the characteristic growth twins, and not
deformation twins. Note that the intersection of the mirror plane
with the c/a interface forms a triple junction, which inﬂuences the
grain growth kinetics.
As the crystallization proceeds, the volume fraction of the
amorphous material shrinks, resulting in decrease number of
nucleation sites. Nucleation ceases once all the amorphous phase is
consumed. After this, grains start to impinge on each other, leading
to faceting of the spherical interfaces. Grain impingement also leads
to the formation of grain boundaries and the motion of which
generates the further grain growth [69].
_
The crystallized microstructure is inﬂuenced by nucleation rate N,
and grain growth rate, dr
. The competition between the two factors
dt
determines the ﬁnal grain size, i.e. the larger N_ and the smaller dr
, the
dt
ﬁner the grain size. The complete randomness of amorphous structure provides plentiful nucleation sites of equal probability. Nucleation at such small critical sizes is readily achievable by thermal
ﬂuctuation and thus it is preferred over grain growth before grain
impingement, resulting in a very ﬁne grain size. The boundaries
between three stages of the crystallization are difﬁcult to delineate.
However, since the critical size for homogeneous nucleation is small
and the temperature at this stage is sufﬁciently high, it is postulated
that nucleation has fast kinetics and therefore the grain growth after
grain impingement is the rate-controlling step.

Fig. 14. Calculated dislocation density (rd) as a function of pressure P assuming homogeneous nucleation of loops behind front [56]. Hugoniot relationship of the
modiﬁed Tersoff potential used to obtain pressure vs. volume. Experimental laser experiments marked on plot by their energy levels. The shaded cyan area represents the
range of the predicted Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL). The dotted lines denote the shock
pressure threshold (and corresponding dislocation density at shock front) where
amorphization is observed experimentally. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).

3.3.3. Inﬂuence of triple junctions on grain growth
The speciﬁc kinetic and thermodynamic properties of triple
junctions strongly impact the microstructure evolution of polycrystals [70]. Gottstein and Schvindlerman [70,71] demonstrated
that triple junctions drag the motion of grain boundaries and
therefore inﬂuence the kinetics of grain growth. Such a phenomenon is especially important when the grain size is in nano-scale.
It is proposed here that triple junctions play a very important
role in the nanocrystallization of amorphous silicon. As mentioned
above, nuclei are distributed homogeneously in the amorphous
matrix; therefore, numerous triple junctions can be expected.
Considering the triple junction effect on the grain growth, one
obtains the modiﬁed NernsteEinstein equation [71],

dr
¼
dt

mb F
1þ

!

(18)

1
∧tj

Where r is the grain radius, mb is the mobility of grain boundary
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Fig. 15. TEM micrographs of the 150 J-shocked silicon crystal showing crystallization of amorphous structure: a, top surface showing grain size of around 1 mm; b, ~3 mm below the
surface showing a ultraﬁne grained structure; c, ~7 mm below the surface showing even ﬁner grain size; d, ~10 mm below the surface showing a mixture of amorphous band and
undeformed monocrystalline crystal.
m

and/or c-a interface, ∧tj ¼ mtjb $D is the dimensionless parameter
related to the mobility of triple junction (mtj) and grain boundary
mobility (mb). The driving force of the grain growth is:

F¼

2ggb 4ggb
¼
r
D

D ¼ 2r is the average grain size.

(19)

If ∧tj >> 1, grain-boundary mobility controls grain growth kinetics and D ~ t0.5. This is similar to the HueRath equation [72] that
was used by Lu et al. [73]
If ∧tj << 1, triple junction mobility is the dominant factor for
grain growth kinetics and D ~ t. One should note that the triple lines
in polycrystalline materials not only retard the grain growth by
dragging the motion of grain boundaries but also provide extra

Fig. 16. Grain size distribution of the 150 J-shocked sample as function of depth below the shock surface. Four regions, namely coarse grained (CG-Si); ultraﬁne grained (UFG-Si);
nanocrystalline (nc-Si); and mixture of a-Si and monocrystalline (m-Si), can be classiﬁed depend on the grain size.
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Fig. 17. (a) HRTEM micrograph of a nucleus crystallized from amorphous silicon; (b) magniﬁed view of the black boxed region in (a), showing the crystalline embryo (delineated by
white dashed line) with clear twined structure.
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driving force Ftj ¼ pr2tj [74,75] where gtj is the triple line tension.
F ¼ Ftj gives a critical grain size Dc at which the driving force
contributed by grain boundary and the triple line equals. The triple
line energy of silicon has not been measured experimentally
whereas MD simulation gives a value of 8.6  108 J/m [67]. The
grain boundary energy is measured to be 0.45e0.5 J/m2 [66].
Therefore, a critical diameter, Dc z 22 nm is obtained. Thus, the
effect of triple line on the grain growth kinetics should be taken
into account at least until the grain size reaches 22 nm; this is
especially important after the nucleating grains encounter.
Kinetics of melting and crystallization have been studied for a
variety of systems [61,76]. The pressure effect on the crystallization
from amorphous phase was ﬁrst proposed by Ye and Lu [77].
Recently, high pressure melting and crystallization into a nanocrystalline structure was simulated for Ta [78], and it was shown
that classical nucleation theory can provide a reasonable picture of
the crystallization process. Under shock compression, the crystallization will most likely occur during the unloading path due to the
rapid decay of the pressure pulse, since the crystalline form is stable
at room temperature and pressure.

4. Conclusions
It is established that high-power, short-duration, laser-driven
shock compression of silicon single crystals leads to amorphization. The principal conclusions are summarized as:
(1) Amorphization occurs above a threshold shock pressure.
The amorphous material is composed of a surface layer
and multiple bands that propagate into the crystal. The
thickness of the amorphous layer and bands increases with
laser energy and decreases with depth below the shock
surface.
(2) TEM observation revealed that amorphous bands tend to
follow a speciﬁc crystallographic orientation, i.e. they align
with {111} slip planes (up to ~10 of deviation was observed).
Large numbers of bifurcations were found on the sides of the
amorphous bands. HRTEM shows abundant stacking faults in
the vicinity of the amorphous bands, suggesting that shockinduced lattice defects are precursors to amorphous band
formation. Deviation of amorphous bands from {111} slip
planes can be explained by their tendency to align themselves along maximum shear directions.

(3) Large scale MD simulations show shock-induced amorphization with patterns that agree well with TEM/HRTEM observations. Simulations display nucleation and growth of SFs,
which can then intersect. Amorphization starts alongside
these SFs and also at their intersection within ps of plasticity
initiation.
(4) Following the Patel and Cohen [51] formalism, the energetics
of shock-induced amorphization was analyzed. At a temperature below melting temperature, the c-a transformation
has to overcome a high energy barrier, making it impossible
to occur under ambient condition. Under shock compression,
however, the high magnitude of the coupled hydrostatic
pressure and associated deviatoric component dramatically
lowers the energy barrier, rendering the c-a transformation
possible. The temperature rise at the shock front further facilitates amorphization.
(5) The heterogeneous nucleation of the amorphous phase from
the highly dislocated structures is proposed and it is shown
that partial dislocations and stacking fault packets and their
intersections give rise to nucleation.
(6) At the highest laser energy reported here, recrystallization of
amorphous silicon into its nanocrystalline counterpart was
documented. This is due to thermodynamic driving forces,
i.e. the Gibbs free energy of amorphous silicon being higher
than that of crystalline silicon.
(7) A grain size gradient was observed from the shock surface
towards the interior of the sample; the size decreased from
1 mm at the shock surface to tens of nanometers a few mm
below. Extensive annealing twinning was observed within
the nanograins. Thus, it is proposed that the crystallization
occurs upon unloading, after the passage of the shock pulse.
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